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  Conclusion   

Silicon nanowire arrays with ultra-low reflectance approaching 3% was employed for the construction of hybrid solar cells. However, the 

photovoltaics devices still existed the inevitable phenomenon from possible recombination of carriers at contact electrode which significantly 

degraded the excited photocurrents. In this study, the strategy was undertaken for diminishing the charge recombination by taking advantage of the 

vanadium oxide (VOx) as promising carrier-selective contact in the photovoltaic devices possessing the improved capability for electron blocking and 

hole extraction. Through detailed characterizations of crystallinity, chemical states, compositions and topography of formed structures, we found that 

the existence of mixed V2O3 and V2O5 phases based on a simplified solution processing method could benefit the improvement of both short-circuit 

current density and fill factor of cell devices. The resulting cell efficiency of such designed solar cells achieved 14.4%, which was around 1.6 times 

beyond the conventional VOx-free hybrid solar cells. 

In conclusion, the efficiency improvement of Si-based hybrid solar cells was 
achieved with the introduction the mixed VOx phases as an insertion layer that 
acted a decisive role on cell performances. We found that this introduced layer 
offered dual functionalities on both electron blocking and hole transport 
phenomena, resulting in the improved efficiency approaching 14.4% with around 
1.6 times beyond the VOx-free cells. This evidenced the incorporation pf VOx as 
transparent carrier-selective contact could be benefit the development of high-
performance solar cells based on simple and reliable all solution-processing 
methods. 
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